SPECIAL EVENTS

In order for an event to be considered special, it must not only be in addition to routine functions, but must possess significant purpose. Such is the nature of this section. For example the Hungarian Refugee Relief Dance sponsored by the Vet's Club. This was in addition to the many commitments of this organization. It also goes without saying, that the significance of such a worthwhile cause is insurmountable. Supplemental success was added to the occasion by the appearance of Carmen McCrae and her accompaniment in the presence of Dr. Dezsö Kassay, a recent, notable Hungarian refugee. It is indeed unfortunate that space does not permit representation of a list of other memorable events worthy of mention.
CHRISTMAS PARTY ... brings a sparkle
to the eyes

The Alpha Delta Sigma Christmas party, held annually for underprivileged children from Boston, brings to the brothers of Alpha Delta Sigma the greatest sense of accomplishment throughout the school year. In seeing the eyes of appreciative children sparkle to the tunes of Christmas Carols, and playing fondly with their toys, Christmas is indeed a pleasure.

And with the presence of Santa Claus in this joyous atmosphere, the rewarding satisfaction is truly present.
In business attire

VETS' MASQUERADE PARTY

Rome was never like this

Evolution
In February the Students’ Wives Club held its annual Covered Dish Dinner for the husbands in the dining room of Park Manor. Approximately forty couples gathered in the gayly decorated room for delicious home-cooked food, each girl bringing her specialty. The buffet-style table gave everyone an opportunity to sample a variety of unusual and enticing dishes. Jeanette St. George and her hard-working committee were responsible for the success of this affair.

After dinner the group adjourned to the Fo’c’sle where talented fellow-student, Capt. Richard A. de-Rusha, acted as caller for an enjoyable evening of square dancing.

This was one of the few opportunities for the married students to get together as couples. Since this has again been such a popular event, the Wives Club hopes to make the dinner a permanent part of their annual program.

COVERED DISH DINNER and SQUARE DANCE

Covered Dish Dinner Committee: M. Randall, J. St. George, M. Palfy, E. Wicks, J. DeFerrari